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Propositions 

 

1. The study of the secular could benefit from more research that focuses on practices that 

delineate the religious from the secular.  

2. The Dutch societal emphasis on problems ascribed to religion, makes other problems go 

unnoticed.  

3. Current forms of sex education classes in the Netherlands communicate an 

understanding of sexuality that encourages women to take the active role of sexuality 

managers and men the role of passive observers. 

4. Dutch forms of sex education are heteronormative.  

5. The suggestion of a safe environment in the classroom where anything can be said 

without repercussions is treacherous and frequently incorrect. 

6. A supposedly open conversation about sex is in practice often closed.  

7. Conversations about sexuality can serve as an Othering tool that highlight Cultural 

difference and that may polarize minority versus majority perspectives.  

8. Feeling hesitant about engaging in a conversation about sex is nothing to be ashamed of.  

9. There is no such thing as a neutral organization.  

10. Sex education could benefit from ways of teaching that draw on the body in different 

ways, for example by using live music or theater play.  

11. It is insightful to take more seriously the emotional registers that anti-religious messages 

presented in political debates or newspapers draw upon. 

 

 

 


